Genesis PULSE Achieves Platinum Integration Partner Status with RapidSOS

*Genesis PULSE, in partnership with RapidSOS, removes guesswork to simplify dispatching.*

**Tyler, TX, October 27, 2019** – Genesis PULSE – a revolutionary, cloud-hosted CAD enhancement solution – and RapidSOS – the trusted platform for connecting additional IoT data to public safety – announced today that Genesis PULSE has achieved RapidSOS Platinum Integration Partner status, one of only three companies to achieve the Platinum level. On a single, intuitive display of both real-time and replayable information, the PULSE mapping solution displays data from the RapidSOS Clearinghouse, locations of first responders, partner resources, weather, as well as Waze traffic, crashes, and road closures.

Advancing the partnership between Genesis PULSE and RapidSOS removes the guesswork for dispatchers in locating 9-1-1 callers and sending the fastest, most appropriate resources to the scene.

“Equipping emergency call centers to continuously add the latest RapidSOS and PULSE features -- as soon as they become available -- is a game-changer for public safety. It allows them to enhance their system’s inherent capabilities and enables them to leverage their existing CAD investment,” says Jim Nipp, President of The Genesis Group. “With the power of Genesis PULSE in partnership with RapidSOS, we are helping reduce response times and save lives. I am proud that these innovative technologies are making a difference in our own community and are swiftly being adopted in communities across the country.”

“We are excited to expand our relationship with Genesis PULSE, a leader in public safety technology innovation” said Jeff Robertson, RapidSOS SVP & GM of Public Safety. “Data from RapidSOS, displayed on Genesis Pulse’s solution, will enhance community safety and allow for truly data-driven emergency response.”
The Platinum Partner achievement marks an exciting new milestone in the partnership between Genesis PULSE and RapidSOS, which was first announced in June 2018. Both companies focus on revolutionary and transformative technology for public safety.

**About Genesis PULSE**
For over 30 years, Genesis has provided industry-leading software solutions to public safety agencies around the world. With over 1,600 customers, Genesis Land Mobile Radio (LMR) performance management solutions and emergency dispatch software empower personnel from support services to administrative staff with real-time system monitoring, decision support, and situational awareness tools. Learn more about Genesis PULSE: [www.GenesisPulse.com](http://www.GenesisPulse.com).

**About RapidSOS**
Partnering with Internet of Things (IoT) companies and the public safety community, RapidSOS’ Emergency Platform provides a rich data link from connected devices to public safety – sending life-saving data to improve emergency response. Learn more about RapidSOS: [www.rapidsos.com](http://www.rapidsos.com).
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